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Coding-theoretical methods are used to obtain improved lower bounds for character sums 
induced by a multiplicative character of an arbitrary order over GF(q). 
1. Inb'oduction 
Throughout his paper we shall assume that d >i 2 is an integer and q a prime 
power satisfying q -- 1 mod d. Further, let F be a finite field of cardinality q, E the 
multiplicative cyclic group generated by the primitive dth root of unity e = 
exp(21r,fL"l/d) and X a multiplicative character of order d over F. By definition, X 
is a complex valued mapping of F for which X(0) = 0 and whose restriction to the 
multiplicative group F* = F\{0} of F is a group epimorphism F* ---> E. 
Given a positive integer r define 
S(d, r, q)=max l~Fx(f(a)) I 
f 
where the maximum is taken over all polynomials f(x)~F[x] satisfying the 
following two conditions: 
(i) f(x) is not a dth power, i.e., f(x) ~k f3g(x) a for all/3 in F and g(x) in F[x]; 
(ii) [(x) has exactly r distinct zeros in its splitting field. 
Estimation of S(d, r, q) has received considerable attention in number theory. 
For example we have the Weft bound (see [17] and [12, p. 43]) 
S(d, r, q)<-(r-1)~q (1) 
and the trivial upper bound 
S(d,r,q)<-q. (2) 
In this paper lower bounds for the function S(d, 2s, q) (s = 1, 2 , . . . )  axe derived 
by using coding-theoretical methods. Consider the Cartesian power E" (n = 
1, 2 , . . . )  equipped with the Hamming metric 8(x, y) which is the number of 
component places in which two vectors x and y of E n differ. Any nonempty 
subset of E"  is called a code in E n. Given a real number M (I<~M~< d ") denote by 
(n, d, M) the maximum number p such that there exists a code C in E n having at 
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least M elements and satisfying 8(x, y) i> p for all pairs x, y of distinct elements of 
C. Also, for M> d ", let 8(n, d, M)= O. 
In Section 2 it is shown that 
S(d, 2s, q) = q if s>~q/logaq+2 (3) 
and 
d 
S(d, 2s, q) >I q d -----1 8(q, d, qS-2) (s >1 2). (4) 
In Section 3 the bound (4) and some known upper bounds on 8(q, d, M) are 
applied in obtaining asymptotic lower bounds for S(d, 2s, q). To be more precise, 
let Ha(x) = x loga(d - 1) - x loga x - (1 - x)loga(1 - x) (0 ~< x ~< 1) be the d-ary en- 
tropy function which increases from 0 to 1 as x runs from 0 to (d - 1)/d and let 
B(/x)= min {l+g(x2)-g(x2+2l~x+2tx)} (0~</z~<l/2), 
0~x~l - -2g  
where g(x )=H2( (1 -  l~/-i-Z-x)/2). It is proved that if d is fixed and 
limq__~(s loga q)/ q = R (0 < R <~ 1), then lira infq__~ S ( d, 2s, q)/ q is lower bounded 
by the functions 
(1 J~-l.) 2, whereO<~tz<(d-l------~)andHa(~)=l-R'd (5) 
(d -2 ) / z+2~/z (1 - /~)  where 0</z~ < (d -  1-- --~) and Ha(/~) = R, (6) 
d -1  d -1  ' d 
d -2  d -2  
1 d---~ (1-R) loga_l  d, where R> 1- - - -~ logd(d  - 1), (7) 
1-2t~, where d =2, 0~</x <½ and B(/z) = R. (8) 
If d = 2, then in the range 0 < R ~< 0.305 the bounds (6) and (8) are equal and 
superior to the bound (5) and in the range 0.305 < R < 1 (8) is always better than 
(5) and (6). If d is large, the best of the bounds (5)-(7) is (6) for small values of R, 
(5) for large values of R and (7) for other values of R. 
It is also shown that if s = sq = o(q) as q ~ 0% then 
S(2,2s, q)>~c(s)~q as q ~ 0% (9) 
where c(s) -  2x/s as q ~ oo. 
Denote by x- y the usual inner product of two vectors x and y of E" and by 
M(n, d, Iz) (O<-Iz <~n) the maximal cardinality of a code C in E" satisfying 
[x • y[ ~< ix for all pairs x, y of distinct elements of C. In Section 4 it is proved that 
S(d, 2s, q)>~lz if M(q,d, lz)<_qS-2 (0~<p~<q,s>~2). (10) 
Also, a linear programming upper bound for the function M(n, d, I~) is given by 
using generalized Krawtchouk polynomials (el. [10]). This method enables us to 
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obtain the estimate 
M(n,d, 4~- t ) )<~(7)n  ( t= 1 , . . . ,  n). (11) 
From the inequalities (10) and (11) and the Levenshtein bound on M(n, d, Ix) (cf. 
[8]) it follows that, for all sequences of integers d = dq I> 2 and s = sq i> 2 satisfying 
q - - lmodd and s=o(q)  as q ~ o% we have 
and 
241-  t~ s log2 q 2Hz(tZ) (0<~ ~ < 1) lira inf S(d, 2s, q) >I if lim - . (12) 
q--~ q 2 -  tz q-~ q Ix 
S(d, 2s, q)>,c'(s)~q as q ---~ oo, (13) 
where d(s) ~ ~s as s ~ oo. Thus, for large q and r, the factor r -  1 in the inequality 
(1) cannot be replaced by a number essentially smaller than ~/r/2. If d is fixed and 
large, then (12) is superior to the bounds (5)-(7) unless the parameter R is close 
to 1. 
Remarks. (1) If the polynomial f(x) is a dth power of the form f(x)=/3g(x) a, 
where /3 ~F* and g(x)eF[x]  has no zeros in F, then 
I~r x(g(a))a[= l " [~ l l=q"  
This explains the inclusion of the condition (i) in the definition of S(d, r, q). 
(2) If g(x)=(x-/3)af(x), where f (x )eF[x ]  and/3 ~F, then 
[~ x(g(a)) l  = I~FX([(a))-X(f(/3))l >- I~FX(f(a))  I -  1. 
This inequality shows that 
S(d, r+ 1, q)>- S(d, r, q ) -  1 (r = 1, 2 , . . . ) .  (14) 
Hence, in deriving asymptotic lower bounds for S(d, r, q), it is enough to consider 
only the even values of r. 
(3) In studying character sums ~,,,~FX([(OI)) where all the zeros of the polyno- 
mial f (x)~F[x]  belong to F, Tiet/iv~iinen ([14], [15] and [16]; see also [13]) 
derived lower bounds for the functions A(d , r ,q )  and A(d, 19)= 
lira infq_~A(d, Ix/, q)/q (p>0) ,  where A(d, r, q) is obtained from S(d, r, q) by 
replacing (ii) to "f(x) has at most r distinct zeros in its splitting field". Tiet/iviiinen 
showed (cf. [14, Th. 3] and [16, Th. 3]) that, for all sequences d=dq>-2 and 
r = rq I> 1 of integers satisfying q = I rood d and r = o(q) as q --~ o% we have 
A(2, r,q)>--,b(r)~q and A(d,r,q)>~b'(r)~q asq---~oo, (15) 
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where b( r ) -x /~ and b ' ( r ) -~  as r---, oo. He also proved (cf. [16]) that 
[ Io(2- o) 
A(d'o)>~max'['~ d -1  - 
do ~fp(2 -p)O} 
2(d -  1)' 4e 
and 
A(d, O) >~ 
~/dZ+4d -4 -d  
2(d-  1) 
ff O >>- 1-d/~/d2+4d-4. 
Since S(d, r, q)<~A(d, r q)<~q, then from (3) and (14) it follows that A(d, 19) = 1 
for 0 > 0. Also, (9) and (13) are suprior to the bounds (15). 
(4) By using spherical codes Levenshtein [8, p. 1307] derived the bound (6) for 
the function A (2, 2s, q) 
2. Codes and character sums 
Given a polynomial f(x) over the field F= {ax, . . . ,  %}. of q elements denote 
cf = (X(f(al)),... ,  X([(%))), where X is a multiplicative character of order d over 
F. Let P(s, q) be the set of all irreducible monic polynomials of F[x] having 
degree s, Iq(s) the cardinality of P(s, q) and C(d, s, q) the set of all vectors % 
where [ varies over P(s, q). Hence, for s/> 2, C(d, s, q) is a subset of E ". 
It is known (see [4, p. 33]) that 
1 ~. tz(k)qS/k, (16) I.(s) =-; 
where the summation ranges over all positive divisors k of s and g is the M6bius 
function for which g(1) = 1, g(k) = (-1) r if k is a product of r distinct primes and 
g(k) = 0 otherwise. From (16) it follows that 
1 
Iq(s)>-(qS-(s - 1)q ~/2) (s>2).  (17) 
s 
By using (17) and a bit of calculus we obtain 
{q ~-2 fo rs=2, . . . ,q+l ,  (18) Iq(s)> q'~ for s~q+2. 
Theorem 1. I f :  and g are distinct polynomials in P(s, q) (s >t 2), then 
I a 8(% q)l" (19) S(d, 2s, q)>llq d 1 
l~roof. For k = 1 , . . . ,  d - 1, denote l~(x) = f(x)kg(x) <a-~k. Then we have 
d--1 d--I }k 
= Y. 
k=l  a~F ot ~_IF k=l  
= (d - 1)(q - 8(cf, c~)) - 8(% cg) = (d - 1)q - d -  8(% c,). 
(20) 
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Since f(x) and g(x) are irreducible and relatively prime, f(x)g(x) has 2s simple 
zeros. Hence pk(x) has 2s distinct zeros and any zero of f(x) is a zero of pk(x) 
with multiplicity k. Since d divides the multiplicities of the zeros of any polyno- 
mial which is a dth power, the polynomials pk(x) (k = 1 , . . . ,  d -1 )  satisfy the 
conditions (i) and (ii) with r = 2s. So, from (20) we obtain 
(d -1)S(d ,  2s, q) >~ ~ X(Pk(a)) >~l(d-1)q-d'8(cj: ,cg)l .  
k=l  
This proves the assertion. [] 
Denote by IXI the cardinality of a finite set X. 
Corollary 1. If I , (s )> IC(d, s, q)[ and s >1 2, then S(d, 2s, q) = q. 
Proof. In this case the set P(s, q) has two distinct elements f and g for which 
cf=cg and so, by (19), S(d, 2s, q)~q.  The opposite inequality follows from 
(2). [] 
Corollary 2. 
S(d, 2s, q) >I q 
d 
d -1  
- -  8(q, d, lr,(s)) (s t-- 2). 
Proof. By Corollary 1, we can assume that C(d, s, q) has Iq(s) elements. Then the 
assertion follows from (19). [] 
Note that (18) and Corollaries 1 and 2 imply (3) and (4). 
3. Asymptotic lower bounds for character sums 
Let d I> 2 be a fixed integer. The number R(C) = (loga [C[)/n is called the rate 
of a code C in E" (n = 1, 2, . . . ) .  Denote by R(n, d, 8n) (0<~8<~1) the maximum 
rate of a code C in E" satisfying 8(x, y)~>Sn for all pairs x, y of distinct elements 
of C. Also, for 0<~ 6 < (d -  1)/d and 0 < R ~< 1, let 
Ra(8) = lira sup R(n, d, 8n) and 8a(R) = lim sup 8(n, d, da")/n. 
n ~  n ~  
Aaltonen [3] has shown that the mappings 8a and Ra are continuous and 
inverses to one another. From these properties we easily obtain 
Lemma 1. (a) If nk is a strictly increasing sequence of integers and R~, ~ R 
(0 < R ~< 1) as k ~ 0% then 
lira sup 8(nk, d, dR"~"~ )/nk ~ 8a (R ). 
k~ 
(b) If Ra (8) <~ R where 0 <~ 8 < (d - 1)/d and 0 < R <~ 1, then 8a (R) <~ 8. 
Inequality (4) and Lemma 1 imply 
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Theorem 2. I f  (s log d q)/q --* R (0 < R <~ 1) as q ~ % then 
d 
lira inf S(d, 2s, q)lq >1 1 d 1 - -  a, ,(R).  
Notice that Dirichlet's Theorem (see [5, p. 339]) guarantees that even the 
number of primes q satisfying q -  1 mod d is infinite. 
By using Lemma 1 any upper bound on Rd(a) is easily transformed into an 
upper bound on 8d(R). For example, from the Elias bound and the MRRW 
bounds (cf. [9, Th. 5.2.12], [1, Ineq. (3)], [2, p. 159] and [11, Ineq. (1.4)]) it 
follows that, for 0 < R <~ 1, we have 
dIx 
,•-y/  
8d(R)~- -  
d-1  (d-2) Ix  2 
d d d 
,/(d- 1)ix(l  
where 0 <- Ix < (d - 1)/d 
and Hd(IX ) = l -R ,  
where 0 < Ix <~ (d - 1)/d 
and Hd(Ix) = R, 
d-2  
~d(R)<~ 'd (1-- R)logd-1 d, where 
82(R) < Ix, 
R>I  d~21oga(d -  1), 
where 0 ~< tx < 1/2 
and B(IX) = R. 
Hence Theorem 2 implies the bounds (5)-(8). 
It is known that the Krawtchouk polynomial 
(:)() (-2)' - i  x 
i=o i i 
of degree k has k distinct real zeros (d. [11]) and the least zero ~k(q) of Kk(q, x) 
satisfies (cf. [8]) 
k. 
Also, by the MRRW bound (see [11, Ineq. (3.13)]), we have 
8(q, 2, (k ) (q+ l )2 /2 )~k(q)  (l <~k<q/2). 
Hence, by Corollary 2, 
S(2, 2s, q)>~ 2(~/k -0~)4q-  k, 
provided that s>~2, l<~k<~q/2 and I4(s)>~(~)(q+l)2/2. If we take k equal to 
s -  4, we obtain (9). 
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4. A linear programming bound 
Consider the elements of E"  (n = 1, 2 , . . . )  as elements of the n-fold direct 
power of the group E. Let qJa(e j) = e ~i (i, ] = 0 , . . . ,  d - 1) be the complex charac- 
ters of E and for x=(xx , . . . , x , )  and y =(y l , . . . ,  Yn) in E"  denote (x, y )= 
qJx,(Y0qJ~(Y2) " " " ~/%,(Y,). It is easily seen that for all vectors x, y, and z in E"  we 
have (x, y) = (y, x), (x, e) = 1, (x, yz) = (x, y)(x, z) and (x, y-X) = (X, y) where the 
bar stands for complex conjugation and e = (1 . . . .  ,1) is the identity element of 
the group E n. Further, it is known (el. [6, p. 85]) that 
)". (a, x) = d" 8x, (x e E") ,  (21) 
aE]V~ ~ 
where 8~.e is the Kronecker symbol. 
Given a vector x = (x~, . . . , x , )  of E"  define its composition y(x) to be a 
(d - 1)-tuple (yl, • • -, 7a-1) of integers Yk = I{i: x~ = e k, i --- 1 , . . . ,  n}l. Let F be the 
set of all compositions ~/(x) where x varies over E n and {X~:/3 e F} be a partition 
of E"  defined by X~={xeE":y(x)=/3}. Hence X B ( /3=(/31, - . . , /3a-1))  has 
(a) = n !/(/31!" " •/3a-1! (n -/31 . . . . .  /3a-1)!) elements. 
It is known (see [10]) that the numbers 
K~(~) = )'. (x, y) (a,/3 ~ F, x e X.)  (22) 
~Xe 
are independent of the choice of the element x of X~. The complex valued 
mappings Ka: a --+ Ka(ct) of F are called generalized Krawtchouk polynomials. 
Let 0 = (0 , . . . ,  0) and e, = (t, 0 , . . . ,  0) (t = 1 , . . . ,  n) be compositions in F and 
let X, = X,, and K,(tx) = K,,(~t) (t = 1 , . . . ,  n). Hence Xe = {e} and X, is composed 
of all vectors of E"  having t components equal to e and n -  t components equal 
to 1. From (22) we obtain 
Ko( t~)=l ,  K~(0)=(n)  and Kl(~l(xy-1))=x'y 
where x -y  is the usual inner product XlYl"at-'''nt-XnYn 
(x l , . . . ,  x,)  and y = (y l , . . . ,  y,,) of E". 
(ot~F,x, y~E"), 
(23) 
of the vectors x = 
Let c~ (F) be the set of all complex valued functions defined on F. We consider 
qg(F) as a IFI-dimensional complex algebra where the operations are defined 
pointwise and equip c~(F) with the inner product 
tx~I" x~E"  
The following lemma shows that the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials 
constitute an orthogonal basis of qg (F). 
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Lemma 2. 
(a,/3 e F). 
Proof. From (22) and (21) it follows that 
[K,~,K~]= Y. K~(v(x))K.(v(x)) 
xEE n 
y~X~ z~X~ xeE"  
[] 
Let D be a subset of F containing 0. A nonempty subset C of E" is called a 
D-clique in E" if v(ab -z) belongs to D for all a and b in C. Denote by M(D) the 
maximal cardinality of a D-clique in E". 
We call the following theorem the linear programming bound for cliques in E" 
(see also [6, Sec. 3.3.2]). 
Theorem 3. Let D be a subset of F containing 0 and F a mapping in C4(F) 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
IF, Ka] (13 e F) are nonnegaave r al numbers and [F, K0]>0, 
F(a) (a ~ D\{0}) are nonposiave real numbers. 
(24) 
(25) 
Then M(D)~ d"F(O)/[F, Ko]. 
ProoL Let C be a D-clique in E" having M(D) elements and let 
1 
m., =lCI I{(a, b)e C2: ~(ab-1)=a}l (a eF). 
Clearly, we have 
Ao=l ,  A~>~0, AB=0 and M(D)=~A~ (aeF , [3eF \D) .  
-y~F 
(26) 
From (22) it follows that 
I 1 ~x~ (a,Y) ~>0 (~ ~F) A,~Ka(a)  = 1 KB(v(ab-1)) = Iv1 
and hence, by (23) and (26), 
~,-A~KB(a)<~Ka(O) ([3eF), (27) 
,~eD* 
where D*= D \{0}. Since the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials constitute a
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basis of c¢ (F), F can be expressed in the form 
F= ~, aaK a, (28) 
BeF 
where a a are complex numbers. According to Lemma 2, a a = [F, Ka]/[Ka, Ka]. 
So, by (24), each a a (/3 ~ F) is a nonnegative real number and 
ao = [F, Ko ]/d" > 0. (29) 
Also, from (23) and (25) it follows that 
1 
1 <--- ~'. -aaKB(a) (a ~ D*). (30) 
ao B~o 
The assertion follows from the inequalities 
M(D) -~I+ ~ A~-1  (by (26)) 
ot~D* 
<~1+1 ~ As ~. -aaKa(a) (by (30)) 
ao ~D*  B~O 
1 
=1+- -  ~, a~ ~ -A~KB(a) 
ao ~¢:o oteD* 
<~F(O)/ao=d'~F(O)/[F, Ko] (by (27), (23) and (29)). [] 
Given a real number /z (0~ < Iz ~< n) denote by M(n, d, p,) the maximal cardi- 
nality of a D-clique in E" where D={O}U{aeF:[KI(a)[<~p,}. By (23), 
M(n, d, p,) is the maximal cardinality of a code C in E" satisfying Ix • Yl <~ lz for all 
pairs x, y of distinct elements of C. 
][,emma 3. If M(q, d, ix) < Iq(s) (0 <~ tz <<- q, s >12), then S(d, 2s, q) >I ix. 
Proof. If IC(d, s, q)[ <Iq(s), the assertion follows from Corollary 1. Suppose that 
IC(d,s ,q) l=Iq(s)>M(q,d,  lz). Then there are distinct vectors cf and c, in 
C(d, s, q) satisfying [c~- c,l>/~. Since [(x)g(x) a-1 has 2s distinct zeros and each 
zero of f(x) is a simple zero of f(x)g(x) a-l, then 
S(d, 2s, q) >>- I~r X(f(a)g(a)a-x)[= I~FX(f(a))x(g(a))[=[cf " cgl> la'. [] 
Note that (18), (3) and Lemma 3 imply (10). 
Theorem 4. Let lz (0 ~ ix <- n) be a real number and t (0 <~ t~ n) an integer 
satisfying aat(n - t) + n > Iz 2, where aa = 2 if d = 2, and aa = 1 if d > 2. Then 
/12--/.i, 2 
2 ° aat(n - t )  + n - tz 
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15tool Consider the mapping F(r,) = (IKa(a)l 2- ~2)lK,(a)12 of ~(F). Clearly, F(a) 
is a nonpositive real number if [Kl(a)[ <~ ~. Also, from (22) and (21) it follows that 
IF, Ka]= ~ (Kl(3,(x))Kl(~/(x))-~2)Kt('y(x))Kt(3,(x))Ka('y(x)) 
xEE"  
= d" I{(a, b, c, d, e) E X 2 x X 2 x Xa: de = ab-lc}l 
-d"iz 2 [{(d, e)EX,  x Xa: de E X,}I. 
Now, given a pair (d, e) in X, x Xa satisfying de E X,, we can choose exactly 
aat(n - t) + n triples (a, b, c) E X~ x X, such that de = ab-~c. Hence each [F, K B ] 
(/3 E F) is a nonnegative real number and 
IF, Ko]= d'~ ] {(a, b, c )EX2× X,: ab- lc  ~ X,}I- d"tx2(7 ) 
= 
This proves the assertion. [] 
Notice that Theorem 4 with /x 2= aat (n - t )  gives (11) which together with 
inequality (10) implies that S(d, 2s, q) >t x/t(q - t) if (q,) <~ qS-3 (1 ~< t~< q, s 1> 2). If 
we take t equal to s -  3, we obtain 
S(d, 2s, q) >1.,/(s - 3)(q - s + 3), 
which proves (13). 
Levenshtein [8, Ineq. (10)] has shown that 
M(n, d, ((t~-l"° + 1)/2)½n)~ < (k + n -  1) 2 n - 1 (k -- 1, 2 , . . . ) ,  (31) 
where t~ 'a is the largest zero of the Jacobi polynomial P~k'a(t). Also, from the 
result of Kabatiansky and Levenshtein (cf. [7, Lemma 4]) it follows that 
lira t~ "° = 4 -4p ' -  p'2 1--~ (2-- Ix) 2 if lira k/n -- ~ (0 </~ < 1). (32) 
According to (31), (18) and Lemma 3, 
S(d, 2s, q)>~ ((t'~ -1"° + 1)/2)½q, (33) 
provided that /k+q--l~2 qS-2 q-t  J ~< (2~<s<~q+2,  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) .  If in (33) we let k be 
approximately (1-/~)q/~, then (12) follows from (32) and the equation 
l im,_~ (log2~o))/n = H2(/t) (O~<;t <~1) (el. [9, Lemma 5.1.61). 
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